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EXPERIMENTAL NUCLEAR AND RADIOCHEMISTRY

Abstract

"Experimental Nuclear and Radiochemistry" entails the investigation of deep

nuclear spallation reactions induced by high-energy light particles on complex

nuclei.  Experimental studies involve activation of various medium to heavy mass

targets bombarded by pi-mesons, protons and alpha particles.  A prime objective

is to deconvolve the cascade and evaporation steps in the reaction mechanism.

Experimentally then, particular emphasis has been placed on spallation products

far from yield maxima.  Irradiations have been performed predominantly at the

Clinton P. Anderson Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility.  Results from bombard-

ments of yttrium 89 with 190 MeV A-, 800 MeV protons and 720 MeV alphas (SREL)

have been nearly completed providing comparison of mass-yield distributions.

90       96
Pion induced neutron removal reactions have been presented for Zr and   Ru

along with a serious critique of the final state charge interaction hypothesis.

Theoretical efforts are being directed at the evaporative behavior of very high-

temperature nuclei as determined by the nuclear equation of state and how such

behavior might become evident in spallation processes. In addition,   the  "soft

spheres" model has been extended to consider the significance of nuclear trans-

parency in high-energy reactions.
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Isobaric-Yield Distribution Curves: Mathematical Form
.

The conventional form of the isobaric yield distribution curve is a gaussian

function, symmetric about some most probable product whose atomic number is

usually symbolized as Z .  Rudstam's semi-empirical yield equation for spallation

reactions employed such a shape.  However, Rudstam suggested a slightly broader

i3/2 (1)
distribution, |Z -Zi   , fit the existing data better.  Porile    has recently

chosen to use a form IZ -ZIC' where a is a free parameter. Spallation yields

extending out further from stability and yield maxima show unequivocally, though,

that the charge distributions are asymmetric.  Cumming et al. in 1974 used a(2)

gaussian with a smoothly joined exponential tail to fit copper spallation yields.

A single, well defined function was thought to be better suited than the above

choice, so Ku and Karol employed a skewed gaussian function of the form
(3)

a(x) = N(2*)-1/2[exp(-x2/2)][1 + Yl(x3-3x)/6 + yl(x6-15 x4+45x2-15)/72]     (1') '

to fit their asymmetric charge distribution data at mass 72 from alpha-induced

92,96,100
spallation of Mo..  Although an excellent fit to the data was obtained

using this skewed gaussian with just one parameter, the skewness Yl, beyond a

normal gaussian, the skewing polynomial goes negative at large negative x.

This non-physical result occurs for neutron deficient nuclei beyond those

currently measured but within the realm of radionuclei that are being sought in

this study.

Considerable effort was devoted to finding a way to eliminate the negative

domain or at least move it much further out from stability where there would be

negligible concern.  Since the form chosen by Ku and Karol utilized a standard

technique from the statistics of non-symmetric data fitting, higher terms were

appended but with a view toward introducing no additional parameters.  The skew-

ing polynomial is alternately referred to as the Edgeworth series. or the Gram-(4 )

(5) .Charlier series which are identical if carried out to all orders but differ in
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"            tlie  form of low order contributions. No' reasonable extension of the Edgeworth/Gram-

Charlier series was found which would alleviate the problem of going negative in

regions of interest on the negative coordinate side of the peak.

During a literature search, an article on analytical approximations to peak

shapes by McNelles and Campell was found which referred to a single-extra-
(6)

parameter asymmetric distribution.  It consisted of a gaussian-exponential

convolution integral which the authors solved exactly.  This choice proved not to

be an asymmetric function but merely a procedure for shifting peaks and damping

amplitudes.  As a result of checking the authors' derivation an appropriate function

was found.  It consists of a gaussian modified by a complementary error function:

-1/2a(x) = (2 )     exp[-x2/2] erfc [x + g] (2 )

) .

where g serves as the skewing parameter.  This function will be employed in the

future in describing charge distributions. Equation  (2)  can be re-expressed  to

good precision by an analytical modification to a gaussian, but the polynomial

involved is cumbersome and its use serve no purpose other than numerical evaluation

of  erfc. A comparison  of the gaussian, Cumming  and Ku distributions  with  Eqn.   (2 )

is shown in Fig. 1.. Relationships among the parameters of the various choices

will be worked out in the near future.  They are all virtually indistinguishable

in the vicinity of the maximum, of course.
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Figure 1.  Schematic of isobaric-yield distribution curves a(x)

where x can be (Z-Zm)/a or ([N/Z] - In/Zlm)/a.  Solid
curve is gaussian.  Dotted curve is exponential tail

(Ref. 2); short dashed curve is from Ref. 3. Remaining

curves are equatign (2) with skewing parameter

g  =  1  (-- ·-)  and  g  =2  (-·-).
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Mass Yield Curves for Spallation of Yttrium.by Pions, Protons and Alphas

The cross sections for formation of the various measured spallation

products. listed in Table 1 were used to generate .mass-yield curves for each of
89                               -the three y bombardment systems: 180 MeV 11 , 800 MeV p and 720 MeV a.  In

order to generate a yield at each mass, the charge distribution was generated

according to the skewed gaussian (1) which was adjusted to allow for variation

with product mass.  Each chain was calculated by scaling to the observed yield

and summing over all charges.  Figure 2  illustrates the end result of this

procedure.  Also shown in Fig. 2 are exponential fits to the mass yield curves

for Lid 2 5. The logarithmic slopes of these exponential regions  have  been
(7)recognized by Cumming - as nuclear thermometers, being a measure of average

deposition energies via the cascade step.  Although the uncertainties associated

with the data points generated for Fig. 2  will be reduced considerably, when

additional measurements are evaluated, the "thermometric slopes" listed in

Table 2 , are in excellent agreement with a variety of spallation systems

measured by others as shown in Fig. 3.(8)

FA
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•                    Table 1.  Rroduction Cross'Sectibns (millibarns) from

Spallation of Yttrium by * ,p and a

-                      1                       4
Product 190 MeV K 800 MeV H 720 MeV He

90
Nb                                                              7.0

89
Zr 1.4 4.1

88
Zr 9.8 7.3

87
Zr 0.03

86
Zr 0.53

85
Zr 0.07

88
Y                                          60               88

87 m
Y                        34                                 49

87Ym+g 43               41
86 m
Y                        14.8                               38

86Ym+g                    26
85 m+g                      33                  8.3Y
84
Y                        34

85
Sr                                         46               73

83
Sr                       37                10               46

81
Sr                                            0.9

80
Sr 0.9 0.6

84  m
Rb 12.4 7.3

84Rbm+g 13.7 13.6
83

Rb                                         41               70
82  m

Rb                       18.1              19               12.9
81

Rb                       44                27               48
79

Rb                        12                  6
79
Kr                      41               27               39

77
Kr 4.3

76
Kr                        3                 2.3             18

78
Br                                         23

77
Br                       38                25               38

76
Br 12.7              26               60

75
Br 6.2              13

74
Br 1.2 3.6

11
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Table 1. (Continued)

-                      1                       4Product 190 MeV K 800 MeV H 720 MeV He

75
Se                                         27               24

73
Se 5.3 13                8.5

74
As 6.9 3.8

73
As                                        21              40

72
As 12.6                24

71
As 5.4 13.2 12.2

70
As 2.8

69
Ge                                         15               10.9

67
Ga                                         11                9.3

66
Ga 6.6 15.0

65
Zn                                         14                6.1

57
Ni 0.6

60
CO 1.9 1.6

58
CO 4.1

56
CO 0.8 0.3

55
CO 3.3

54
Mn 2.2 0.8

52
Mn 0.5

48
Cr 1.1

48
SC                                                            3.4

m C
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Figure 2.  Relative mass yield curves for spallation of yttrium.
Solid circles, 800 MeV protons; open Eircles, 720 MeV
alpha particles; triangles, 190 MeV A .  Data sets
displaced for clarity.  Straight lines are exponential
fits from which thermometric slopes are obtained for
Table 2.
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Table 2. Thermometric Slopes in Exponential Regions

of Yttrium Spallation Mass Yield Curves

Projectile Energy (lab) Slope (% per amu)

A             190 MeV                18

1
H 800 9.5

4
He 720                     13
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pion-induded Nucleon-Removal Reactions

Cross sections for (f, N) reactions across the (3,3) *N resonance energy

have been measured on some medium mass nuclei.  Results have been analyzed for

90       96                                  +      -Zr and Ru at 100, 190 and 300 MeV using +  and   .  In some cases, notably

at the resonance, duplicate determinations have been performed.  In others,

single measurements or unmeasured values are all that exist to date.  Both target

systems have had drawbacks which inhibited expedient data acquisition.  The
90       89
Zr(A,An)  Zr product has a relatively larger half-life (3.3 d) necessitating

96                                                   2
long exposure times. The Ru target is thin, - 10 mg pressed into a 3 cm

pellet.  96Ru is no longer stocked by ORNL Isotope Sales, nor has it been avail-

able for many years.  Our single target must be recycled for each determination.

The 95Ru (1.7 hr) product and some other radioactivities require that at least

24 hours be allowed to elapse before reactivation.

96Results to date are listed in Table 3. The absolute values for Ru

should be viewed skeptically until a chemical analysis for target thickness is

performed following completion of the remaining sequence of determinations.

Nevertheless, the relative values are credible since all reported values differ

by only the single scaling factor from target thickness evaluation.  Ratios of

A-/A  cross sections are consistent with what has been seen by others in various

target systems.  The excitation functions, however, are quite unusual in that the

values at 100 Mev are unexpectedly larger than those at 190 MeV as listed in

Table 4 It is particularly important that duplicate measurements be made at

100 MeV and that cross sections at intermediate energies be acquired to ascertain:

whether or not the observation is correct, and if a downward shift of the

resonance is in evidence.  For free pions the interaction cross section at 100

MeV relative to that at 190 MeV is about 0.4.  For both light and heavy nuclei

studied elsewhere, this ratio is always < 1.                          _

·

i



Table 3. (A,An) Cross Sections in Millibarns

-   100 MeV 190 MeV 300 MeV Ref.
-       +                         -          +                       -          +Target , A R-/+ A , R-/+ 1[ f R-/t

12
C     37      35     1.1        70     43     1.7        45     24     1.9         a

14
N      7       7     1.0        15      9     1.7        11      6     1.9         a

12
0     35      25     1.4        71     42     1.7               25                 a

19F        31          22        1.4             50        31         1.6              33        17        2:0               a
31

P                                60     40     1.5                                   b,C

102                                         96
90                                                                                   '    this

Zr 201 121 1.8 · 127     96 1.3 101

96                                                                                      work
Ru 104      77     1.4        75     46     1.3        80     36     2.2

89     46
73
85

197
Au 130      68 1.9 181     79 2.3 107     61     1.8         d

a.  Ref. 12
b.  H. Plendl et al·, Nucl. Phys. 844, 413 (1972).
c.  P. J. Karol et al·, Phys. Lett. 588, 489 (1975).

d.  S. Kaufman, E. Steinberg, and G. Butler, Phys. Rev. 20C, 262 (1979).

»,
»A
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Table 4. Nucleon Removal Cross Ratio

++100 MeV A-:190 MeV A-

Target Ratio-+
A                       K

12C O.5 0.8

160 0.5 0.6

19F 0.6 0.7

25
Mg 0.9 0.5

90
Zr 1.3 1.7

96
Ru 1.6 1,2

197
Au 0.7 0.9
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In addition to the above , several'experiments using natural zirconium
96

as a Zr target have been conducted to look at both the neutron and proton

95removal reactions.  Since both activation products are counted as Zr

95    95(   Y  v     Zr)  which  has  a 2.2 month hal f-life, samples are still being counted

on NaI detectors.  Results are not yet available.
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Final Stdte Charge-Exchange in (A,AN) Reactions

( 9)                                                                    12             11Recent results for the absolute cross sections of the   ((Al"N)  C

reactions between 40 and 600 MeV have been interpreted in terms of a linear

transport model constructed by Sternheim and Silbar from a suggestion
( 10)

(11 )
originating with Hewson. Sternheim and Silbar estimate the probability P

that a nucleon struck by an incident pion will undergo charge exchange within

-+the residual nucleus.  As a consequence, the ratio. of    to K  induced neutron

removal reactions near the (3,3) isobar resonance energy will be reduced from

the value 3.0 predicted by single-step impulse approximation considerations.

For a self-conjugate target, the ratio becomes

R  = 5-  = 5(-n 0 1(-n(l-P) + CY#-p e *-p P  - 9 - 8P
(.3 )n

art a t (1-P) +C+ P -3 +6P:ir n
*                                                                                               1

where the approximation is valid only near the resonance.  Experimentally,

R  = 1.59 + 0.07 at the resonance. Success of the Sternheim-Silbar model has
n                             -

been predicated on its unmatched ability to account for the behavior of R overn
(12)

a wide energy range for several light nuclei subject to a single normalization.

Final state charge exchange is allocated a large role in nucleon removal reactions

as attested to by the values of P necessary to explain the recent activation

12
measurements. For C, P rises from - 16% at 250 MeV to 45% at 40 MeV.  On the

other hand, the intranuclear cascade (INC) model, which requires no normalization

and which presumably entails all that the Sternheim and Silbar model does and

12
more, has also been used to calculate Rn yielding a value of Rn = 2.4 for   C at

( 13) ( 14)the resonance. Silbar et al. conjecture that the intranuclear cascade
--

model employed probably neglects unspecified quantum mechanical coherence in the

nucleon charge exchange interaction.
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· We have addressed ,ourselves to the disctepancy between the Sternheim-

Silbar nucleon charge exchange model and the INC calculations of Harp et al.

Despite accumulating experimental contraindications, the former is still(15)

(14)
seriously advocated because there is no outstanding evidence against it.

What has emerged from our study is that the linear transport calculation,

when repaired, is in very good agreement with the intranuclear cascade

predictions.  Furthermore, the final state charge exchange effect turns out,*

as expected, to be much smaller than claimed.

The probability that a struck nucleon undergoes charge-exchange before

emerging is given by Sternheim and Silbar as

P =   [1 - exp(-Apoex<d>)] (4 )

The cross section for nucleon charge exchange is c  ; <d> represents the averageex

distance travelled by the struck nucleon within the nucleus.assuming.the

entire reaction process is colinear.  <d> is obtained from

21[ < rdr J (1-z)e-C„0(24-z)dz (5)

<d> =
27: rd: e-asp!,-Z  dz

where

2 2 1/2
i = £(r) a (R -r )

Letting

x 9 2R/k* E 26 PR                             1T 

The above,integrals may·be solved exactly to give

(d>    =  43R   [1   -  Ax  +  f(x) ]
     in which

-

f(x) =   1  - e-x(1+x)  / _  2  -1+ e-x(1+x)L I
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The difficulty with the'Sternheim-Silbar calculation arises because the

appropriate averaging should be done, not for d(r), the distance-to-be-travelled

by the struck nucleon at a given impact parameter, but rather for the entire

sequential process.

The linear transport approach is more properly developed as follows.

From the integrand of Eq.  ( 5 ), one can calculate the residual path length at

impact parameter r; that is, the distance to be travelled subsequent to pion

nucleon collision

, -CAp(£+z)d(r)  = 01[p j (1-z,e                dz                                       (6  )

./    1     \                 e-2 lairP=21- 1+E  CAP

Using d(r), we can define the probability at impact parameter r that the struck

nucleon undergoes a final state interaction.  This probability is

;

-CiP[21 - EF +     al,P        ]

1       exp(-2,20*p)

P(r) =1-e                                           7)

Integration of P(r) gives the average probability for a final state inter-

action following an initial pion-nucleon collision

R
<P> = 2K P(r)r dr/*R2 (8)

0                    1

in which <P> represents the probability of a final state interaction of any kind

involving the struck nucleon,   i.    That  is, the struck nucleon can scatter  from

either an identical nucleon i or by charge-exchange from j with no kinematic

restrictions on scattering angle.  The appropriate (Sternheim-Silbar) probability,
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P'  , for final-state charge-exchange by'exiting nucleon i scattered at anglesex

0<0<0 (determined by requiring the initial nucleon to remain bound is
- - max

related to <P> by

remax
 0      (da../do)pidn

Pex   =    <P      r +                                                       1 1                                                                                                 (9)     2

J 0  (daij/dfl)pjciI) -     (daii/do) pidn

where, for example, da../dO is the differential cross section for ij scattering
1J

(corrected for Pauli blocking).

By specifying the target nucleus, the incident projectile energy, and

employing some of the approximations for 0 and da/dO suggested by Sternheimmax

and Silbar, estimation of the total final state interaction factor <P> and
(16)

the charge-exchange factor P become straightforward.ex
12

For C a s a target,  <P> was evaluated by numerical integration of Eq.(8)

and was maximum at 0.95 just below resonance, dropping to 0.91 at 50 MeV and

0.68 at 350 MeV.  This behavior is not surprising because, for a pion near

resonance,   kl  is short  and the struck nucleon  with     -  1.2 fm travels relatively

far within the nucleus increasing the likelihood of collision.  For a pion well

below resonance, the struck nucleon's AN - 0.2 fm and transmission is still

small;   but well above
resonance,    AN   and   X*   are   each   -  2-3   fm  and <P> decreases.

One would infer from these  <P>' s  that the "clean knockout" cross section, which

will depend on 1-<P>, drops to a suspiciously low values.  Such behavior, how-

ever is attributable partly to an artifact of the use of a uniform density distri-

bution and partly again to the very large initial projectile-nucleon interaction

cross section near resonance. INC calculations have demonstrated this in somewhat

comparable systems.
(17)
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From Eq. (  ) we obtain

Pex = <P)AN   1Inax (dd j/do)pjdo       (10)
= <P> c  p./apex j

(16)In Eq. (10), we will have used Sternheim and Silbar's
Gex'

Also in Eq. (10), p  represents the density of nucleons with isospin opposite

to that of the initially struck nucleon, i.  However, only a fraction of these,

when removed, lead to particle-stable final (single hole) states.  For example, a
12            11 .,-neutron removed from the ls state in C would leave C- with an energy (-40 MeV)

which exceeds the binding energy of neutrons and protons (13.1 and 8.7 MeV

respectively). C  would have a high probability of evaporative deexcitation and
11 *

consequently would be excluded from contributing to the inclusive yield.  Only

carbon's four valence neutrons will contribute with any reasonable magnitude.

Eq.   ( 10)   becomes

 ex = <P  aex Pj /cp.                        '                      41 )

where  p   refers
to "contributing" nucleons.

Using the numerical data employed by Sternheim and Silbar we arrived at

an expression for the charge-exchange probability in carbon.

P   - 2.9 <P> T -0.8ex ( 12)

A plot of P   vs. T* shown in Fig. 4 reveals that, in the energy range ofex

interest, P varies  from a maximum  of  - 11.5%  to a minimum  of  - 2%. Furtherex

calculations show that the ratio R (1) does not agree with experiment even ifn

rescaling by parametrization of B, the Pauli blocking factor, is allowed.

In rectifying the Sternheim-Silbar linear transport model, we were led to

a relationship which can be easily adapted to calculating the probability for

L
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1

a clean, one-step nuclebn removal by an incident pion.  If P N(z)dz =

aKp[exp-c*p(E+z)]dz is the probability at impact parameter r that a pion

enters the nucleus and strikes a nucleon between z and z + dz then

SIP [exp-al(p(£+z)] [exp-(aAP  + GNP) (t-z)]dz

is the probability that a pion-nucleon collision occurs between z and z + dz

followed by escape of both forward scattered particles with mean free paths

-1                -1
A: = (CAP)  . and 14 = (crip)  ·  The cross section for nucleon removal from any
state in this collinear model is

CR r +8
c(Z,s'N) = 2* 1   rdr 9

Cir p
e (13)

-ay[p(.24.z)e-(a'1(P+CAP)(1-z)dz
Jo J -1

A similar expression results for a collinear trajectory with backward scattering of

the pion. ·Equation (13) upon integration gives

C

O(A,A'N)  =   [CR(A'+N')  - OR(A)] ( 14)
Tr

A-1
Cir- (C '  +al   C.-A)

in which eR(x) and cR(,'+N') are the total reaction cross sections for a uniform

density sphere of mass number A towards a "single particle" with mean free path

Av = (afp)-1 and (a;p+aNP)-1 respectively.  GR(v) is identical to the expression

derived by Fernbach, Serber and Taylor
(18)

-

-2R/A

1-e    v(1+2R/Av)
CR(v)   =   AR2         1   -

2(R/Xv)
2

-                     -

Equation (14), if multiplied by the fraction of pion-nucleon collisions with

"contributing" nucleons (for example, the four lp neutrons in carbon) provides

an expression for the appropriate nucleon removal leading only to particle-

stable final states and an exiting AN pair.  Within this collinear medel, the

cross section for neutron removal can be approximated as a function of energy
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'
from free particle cross sections and target, radius.    We  have  done  this  as  a

function of pion energy for K  and A- and the results for Rn =
CK-/CK+ are

12
shown as circles for C in Fig. 5a.  Because of the sensitivity of nucleon

removal reactions to the diffuseness of the nuclear "surface" alluded to

earlier, calculations involving a uniform density distribution should not be

taken too seriously.

A much more realistic assessment of nucleon removal reactions was made by

Benioff in 1960 using collinear transport and a harmonic oscillator shell(19) .

model.  Maintaining the linearity approach, Benioff's equations are readily

adaptable to pion induced reactions.  Benioff's method goes one step further

than that embodied in Eq. (13) by using a nucleon density distribution function

that varies realistically with r and z with different forms associated with

4                       12         11different shell states. Excitation functions for AL reactions   C -*   C,
25     24 197 196

Mg    +            Na, and Au -, Au and ratios R  and R calculated by us accordingn P
to Benioff's prescription are illustrated in Fig. 5a-c and compared to recent

experimental data and intranuclear cascade calculations.  Agreement with the

more sophisticated Monte Carlo method is very good.

A review of the literature on nucleon removal reactions shows that the

inability of the intranuclear cascade calculations and the impulse approximation

to reproduce observed cross sections to better than 50% accuracy has not been

confined to pion-induced systems.  Cross sections for proton-induced proton-

removal reactions and neutron-removal reactions as well as anti-proton-

induced neutron-removal reactions have been fairly consistently misjudged,

although not by large factors.

We .conclude that, within the physically oversimplified but now mathematically

correct treatment, the final state interaction in question accounts for only a

small percentage of observed cross sections.  A similarly simplified linear
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transport model of clean, one-step quasi free nucleon removal reactions gives

results that are in good agreement with Monte Carlo intranuclear cascade

calculations.  The Sternheim-Silbar explanation for the major cause of the

discrepancy between experiment and impulse approximation predictions is

apparently invalid, leaving the riddle open for further speculation.  Our next

approach will be to examine the effect of true pion absorption on calculated

(*,AN) cross sections.
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goft-Spheres Model

The soft spheres model for (high energy) nuclewy reactions was devised by

the principal investigator as a means for quantifying the dependence of total

reaction cross section on the surface structural parameters (radius, skin thick-

ness) of the interacting projectile and target.  It can be applied equally well

to heavy-ion projectiles and hadrons as long as the free particle interaction

cross sections are known.  A comparison of the soft spheres total reaction

cross section predictions c with those from a Glauber model calculation for
RS

selected complex nuclei systems is shown in Table  5 .  In Table 6  is shown

comparisons for pion induced spallation of gold and yttrium.  As noted previously,

the measured total reaction cross sections at energies well below the (3,3) pion-

nucleon resonance are invariably greater than predicted by existing calculations

because of pion absorption.  The INC calculations include the effect of pion

absorption by a doorway mechanism but still do not seem able to completely

account for the total cross section.  The soft spheres model has been modified

to include the effect of true ANN absorption but these numbers have not been

included in the values of Table 6  .  It is anticipated that the continuing

development of the soft spheres model including true pion absorption will serve as

a useful handle on this fundamental problem of complex nuclear interactions.

Now that parametrization of the soft spheres model is underway owing to

recent theoretical developments, the remaining arbitrary facet of the calcu-

lations has been removed.  Consequently, the role of true pion absorption on

(K, KN) reactions is being explored to see whether or not this phenomenon is

partially responsible for the mysterious A-/A+ experimental results seen here

and, much more extensively, elsewhere.

Recently, the soft spheres model has been applied to resolving an ambiguity
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Table 5.  Comparison of aR from semiclassical soft spheres

model with Glauber Model at 1.05 GeV/nucleon

GRs(soft
spheres)a

aR(Glauber)bReaction P+T barns barns

P+a 0.104 0.108

12
P+ C 0.279 0.267

16
P+ 0 0.338 0.340

40
P+ Ar 0.647 0.637

208
p +   Pb 1.837 1.815

12
a+ C 0.55 0.56

16
a+ 0 0.67 0.68

208
a +   Pb 2.60 2.58

40     208
Ar +    Pb 4.85 4.81

a
P. J. Karol, Phys. Rev. 11C, 1203 (1975).

b-S . Barshay, C. B. Dover and J. P. Vary, Phys. Rev. 11(, 360 (1975).

\
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Table 6. Total Reaction Cross Sections for Incident Pions

Target Projectile Energy GR(b)
Radiochemical INC Soft Spheres

89             -Y           K        190 MeV - 1.2 1.36

(this work)

197Au         K       100 MeV 2.14 2.00 1.75

(Kaufman et al.)    +- -     A        100 MeV 1.74 1.40 1.69

A        180 MeV 2.86 2.08 2.11

+
A        180 MeV 2.50 1.77 2.05

300 MeV 1.85 1.71 1.78

+
K        300 MeV 1.76 1.55 1.72

.
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in the definition of nuclear transparency.  An allegedly surprising result

appeared in the literature in which it was concluded that composite-projectile

(20)
collisions are more transparent than proton collisions with the same nucleus.

Since such an observation is at variance with conventional experience the

implications are important theoretically.  However, the soft spheres model was

used to show that the calculated transparency behavior was an artifact of the

sharp-cutoff nuclear radii.  A more correct calculation using a diffusely

tapered density distribution shows that, for all systems, the transparency

approaches 100% owing to the lack of a defined outer nuclear limit.  The sense

of nuclear transparency could be recovered, however, by introducing a radial

truncation parameter R  which inherently encompasses 2 90% of the total reaction

cross section and defines transparency through

R
2c

- .-2    i    ,(r) r drRC R

The results of such a quantification, given in Table 7 , show that nuclei are

not more transparent toward composite projectiles.  Only in the case of deuterons,

which are themselves anomalously diffuse projectiles, does the transparency

approach that for single nucleons at the same energy in per nucleon .
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Table 7. Extrapolated Nuclear Transparencies

T (7) T(%)
Rc  

Systema Rc (fm)b
Tapered density Uniform Density

(this work) (Ref. 20)

12
P+ C 3.4                   48                36

16
P+ 0 3.8                    48                 32

40
P+ Ca 4.8                   28                32

12
a+ C 4.4                    29                 52

16d+ 0 4.9                   41                59

40
a+ Ca 6.1                   20                44

aProjectile energies are all 300 MeV/nucleon where transparency should

be near maximum.

b
Cutoff radius
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